NAME:
CLASS:

THE FORMAL ELEMENTS – VOCABULARY AUDIT

Please tick the box for each of word that best represents your knowledge and understanding of it.
 A = I have never seen the word before
 B = I have heard and seen it but am unsure of the meaning
 C = I understand the word and can sometimes use it
 D = I can use the word confidently and can explain its meaning to others
WORD
Colour
Detail
Form
Line
Pattern
Shape
Space
Tone
Texture

A

B

C

D

DRAWING SKILLS – VOCABULARY AUDIT

NAME:
CLASS:






Please tick the box for each of word that best represents your knowledge and understanding of it.
A = I have never seen the word before
B = I have heard and seen it but am unsure of the meaning
C = I understand the word and can sometimes use it
D = I can use the word confidently and can explain its meaning to others

WORD
Accurate
2D
3D
Shape
Shading
Blending
Detail
Pattern
Texture

A

B

C

D

What you need to do to achieve:
I can draw an outline of the shape

Line

I can draw a basic outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw a good outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw an accurate outline that show the shape of the
object

Texture, mark
making and detail

Shade and Tone

I can draw a highly accurate outline that show the shape of
the object
I can shade my work neatly
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my
work
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my
work to create 3D effects.
I can use a range of shade from light to dark skilfully within
my work to create 3D effects.
I can use mark making to show texture and detail.
I can use a range of mark making techniques to show
texture and detail
I can skilfully use a range of mark making techniques to
show texture and detail
I can skilfully and confidently use a range of mark making
techniques to show texture and detail

Steps
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

BIG

Line
In the rows below, experiment with different types of line in response to the music

Key words: Line

Quality of line

Accuracy

Expressive

Continuous Line

Starter

Produce a Continuous line drawing from images of sweets

Key words: Line

Quality of line

Continuous Line

Main activity

Name the 2 Dimensional and 3 Dimensional Shapes
Keywords: 2 Dimensional and 3 dimensional shapes
 2 dimensional.
 3 dimensional

Name the shapes below.
2D shapes

------------

------------

------------

------------

------------

------------

3D shapes

--------------------------------------------Key words: 2 dimensional 3 dimensional

Practice drawing 2D and 3D shapes here

What you need to do to achieve:
I can draw an outline of the shape

Line

I can draw a basic outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw a good outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw an accurate outline that show the shape of the
object

Texture, mark
making and detail

Shade and Tone

I can draw a highly accurate outline that show the shape of
the object
I can shade my work neatly
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my
work
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my
work to create 3D effects.
I can use a range of shade from light to dark skilfully within
my work to create 3D effects.
I can use mark making to show texture and detail.
I can use a range of mark making techniques to show
texture and detail
I can skilfully use a range of mark making techniques to
show texture and detail
I can skilfully and confidently use a range of mark making
techniques to show texture and detail

Steps
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Texture is the way an object looks or feels.
Guess the image. How would you describe each texture?

Different types of mark-making

Detail, Texture and Mark-making

Starter

Stick you ink or coffee
experimentation here
Make different types of texture and mark-making with a biro in the
boxes below.
spikey

rough

prickly

hairy

spongey

bumpy

Key words: detail texture mark making

fluffy

smooth

Expressive

Main activity

Accuracy

What you need to do to achieve:
I can draw an outline of the shape

Line

I can draw a basic outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw a good outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw an accurate outline that show the shape of the
object

Texture, mark
Shade and Tone
making and detail

I can draw a highly accurate outline that show the shape of the
object
I can shade my work neatly
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my work
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my work to
create 3D effects.
I can use a range of shade from light to dark skilfully within my
work to create 3D effects.
I can use mark making to show texture and detail.
I can use a range of mark making techniques to show texture
and detail
I can skilfully use a range of mark making techniques to show
texture and detail
I can skilfully and confidently use a range of mark making
techniques to show texture and detail

Steps
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

What makes these
drawings look 3D?
…………………………………………
…………………………………………
…………………………………………
…………………………………………
…………………………………………
…………………………………………

Lesson 5 Starter
Keyword: Shading
 Shading is a range of tones from light to dark.
 Shading helps create the illusion of depth and shape. It
makes a drawing look more realistic.

Light to dark

Remember:
 There are different types of shading pencils that give
tones from light to dark
 Light to dark tones can also be created by the amount
of pressure you apply when shading
 Don’t leave white gaps
 Shade in the same direction
 Say in the lines
Now carefully shade in the tonal bar
Key words: shading tone gradual Tonal range

Starter
The diagram below is a shading bar going gradually from light to dark. Try to shade
the 3D shapes.

Light to dark

Shading is a technique used in art to
represent light and shade by varying the
colour. This helps create the illusion of
depth and shape in an otherwise flat
work.
Key words: shading tone gradual

Light and dark areas depend on
where the light is hitting the
object. The yellow spot indicates
where the light is coming from

What you need to do to achieve:
I can draw an outline of the shape

Line

I can draw a basic outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw a good outline that show the shape of the object
I can draw an accurate outline that show the shape of the
object

Texture, mark
Shade and Tone
making and detail

I can draw a highly accurate outline that show the shape of the
object
I can shade my work neatly
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my work
I can use a range of shade from light to dark within my work to
create 3D effects.
I can use a range of shade from light to dark skilfully within my
work to create 3D effects.
I can use mark making to show texture and detail.
I can use a range of mark making techniques to show texture
and detail
I can skilfully use a range of mark making techniques to show
texture and detail
I can skilfully and confidently use a range of mark making
techniques to show texture and detail

Steps
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Lesson 8 Starter
Keyword: A pattern is a shape, design or motif that
repeats itself

Main activity
 Draw your own sweet inspired pattern in the space below
 Be creative and make your design bold and colourful

There are different types of patterns.
REGULAR PATTERNS:
Shapes are the same size
and repeated in the same
place.

IRREGULAR PATTERNS:
The shapes still repeat
but can be different
sizes or in different
places
SYMMETRICAL
PATTERN :

If you put a mirror on a
shape or pattern it looks
exactly the same on both
sides

TESSALLATING PATTERN :
A pattern made of identical
shapes: The shapes must fit
together without any gaps

Key words: pattern regular irregular
symmetrical tessellating

 Use coloured pencils to add colour to your patterns.

Formal Elements
Retrieval Practice Quiz
•
•
•
•
•

Remember

What is a 2D shape…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
What is a 3D shape…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
What techniques might help you draw objects accurately and in
proportion?.........................................................................................................................................................................................
What is a continuous line drawing?......................................................................................................................................................
Name three types of line…………………. ……………………..
……………………..

•
•
•
•

How do you achieve a range of tones with the same pencil?.................................................................................................................
Where in a drawing would you need to use light tones?...................................................
Where would you need to use dark tones?...........................................
What is directional shading and why is it used?.....................................................................................................................................

•
•
•

What does texture mean?....................................................................................................................................................................
Name 3 different textures……………….. ………………… …………………….
How can you show different textures with a pen or pencil?...................................................................................................................

•

What is a pattern?...............................................................................................................................................................................

•
•
•

Challenge questions
Name 3 different types of pattern……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
When would you need to gradually blend from light to dark when shading?......................................................................................

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................................

Colour is all around us everyday.

Discuss with a partner things which have different colours.
Where might you see colour in your daily life?
Answers:

Learning Journey

COLOUR WHEEL
PRIMARY COLOURS ARE:
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

SECONDARY COLOURS
ARE:

COMPLEMENTARY
COLOURS ARE
and
and
and

TINTS AND SHADES
What do all these
paintings have in
common?
Explain how you
think the artist’s have
created these?
T is a de

Why might an artist
choose to paint like
this rather than using
realistic colours?
What do you think is
more obvious/easier
to see when this
technique is used?

Learning Journey

Brain in Gear – Sarah Graham Time-Lapse
• https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=IWrIU_QAiDg
• Make notes on the stages that Sarah Graham
goes through to produce the painting

• How long do you think this painting took?

Brain In Gear – Analysing Artwork
How would you describe each artist’s style?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
What materials and techniques do you think they have used?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
What have the artist’s done differently to one another?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Which one do you like the best and why?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
1.

2.

3.

Design Ideas

Example- In this design I have been inspired by Andy
Warhol
I like this design because it would be bold and bright. I
like the way the image is repeated but in different
colours. I will use bright primary and secondary colours
and bold black lines in the style of Andy Warhol.

